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We’re Growing!
Over the last several months a
lot has changed at Capo
Projects Group. The biggest
news is our growing staff and
our involvement in the
communities we're a part of both the construction industry
and our local communities
throughout the U.S.
Read on to learn more about
what's happening at CPG.

Mindfulness Meets Construction

Last month, CPG's Tom Huntington spoke at a
CMAA Educational Panel devoted to the theme of
mindfulness. Stacey Kesten, a mindfulness coach,
led the panel, which discussed the importance of
being a mindful leader. Tom discussed how as a
leader at CPG, he makes it a priority to respect the
time of others.
www.capopg.com

Community
CPG Staff and their families
joined the Surfrider
Foundation Earth Day beach
cleanup at Bolsa Chica on
April 20th. A small but mighty
team we collected over 2
pounds of trash, and as an
added bonus we got to
spend some time together as
a team outside the office.

White Papers
CPG has launched its very own series of white papers. Read highlights from two
of our white papers below.
CPM|axis: Bridging the Schedule Gap is a White
Paper on how CPMaxis helps bridge the gaps that
exist as a result of siloed schedule data. Chase Wirtz
explains how the use of technological solutions like
CPM|axis ultimately leads to projects with more
timely and accurate schedules, reducing the cost
and time overruns experienced in the construction
industry.

A Better Way to Manage Risk is a White paper by CPG’s
Chris McKee that does what it says: provides a better
way to manage risk. Chris dives into the Monte Carlo
Simulation, which more accurately quantifies risk by
estimating the probability and impacts of potential
outcomes through repeated sampling from a specified
distribution.

www.capopg.com

CPG Academy
On April 4th CPG hosted its first
CPG Academy training on the
basics of Primavera P6.
CPG Academy courses are free
and provide an opportunity to
learn best practices and how to
use the software that is essential to
construction management and
scheduling.
To find out when our next training will be, sign up for our mailing list, or visit
http://www.capoprojectsgroup.com/contact/cpg-academy/

GO ANGELS

Company Updates
In June, Chase Wirtz become the
fourth partner at Capo Projects
Group, and in July Chris McKee
became our fifth partner.
Congratulations Chase and Chris!

On Friday, June 7th, CPG staff, and their families
got together to enjoy a Friday evening baseball
game and cheer on the LA Angels.

CalCon 2019
CPG had representation at
CalCon Expo on July 19th!
This was our company’s first
booth and it was a great
success! We’re looking
forward to having a
presence at more
conferences in the future.

www.capopg.com

CPG also welcomed two new
members to our team this
summer, Rita Waked and
Shubham Tripathi.
Welcome Rita and Shubham!
Come and see us present at
these upcoming conferences!
CMAA National Conference
Orlando, FL
September, 2019
Construction CPM Conference
Orlando, FL
January, 2020

